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Celebrating IS Years of Publication

Fairfield mourns death of professor
BY LAURA WALSH

Whenever Dr. Mark Worden's name is
mentioned, one of the first words that come
to mind is warmth.
'There's not one unkind thing to say
about him," said Allison Lombardo, '03.
Students and faculty are mourning the
loss of Worden, a professor of psychology
at Fairfield University for 30 years, who
passed away last Sunday at the age of 55.

According to Rev. Thomas J.
tegral part of the Psychology DeRegan S.J., dean of arts and scipartment," said McCarthy. "He
ences, the death was caused by a
was selected to teach general psyreoccurrence of cancer.
chology for majors because of his
"It's just a terrible loss," said
ability to get across the material in
Regan. "He was a wonderful
such a friendly and warm manner.
teacher and a wonderful person."
He will be greatly missed."
Dr. John McCarthy, chair of
Worden received his bachthe Psychology Department,
WORDEN
elor's and master's degrees from
agreed.
Bellarmine University in his hometown of
"He was warm and friendly and an in- Louisville, Kentucky, and was awarded his

doctorate at St. Louis University. At Fairfield, he was a former head of the Psychology Department and taught a range of
courses, including introductory classes, abnormal psychology and minds and bodies
of the Honors program.
His focus, however, was on health psychology and family therapy. He had his own
practice in Fairfield that specialized in fam-

Students buck against Stag prices
New options may change diner's prices, food quality
BY ZACK FINLEY

With outrageous prices for
food, according to those who go
to the Stag on a regular basis, and
a staff that doesn't bother matching your face to the picture on the
card you are giving them, the students here are worried and outraged at what is going on with their
alternative to the dining hall.
"While the Stag may think
their prices are fair, they are not
even comparable to the quality and
service you get at a sandwich place
such as A&S or even Subway,"
said Jeremy Sawyer, '04. "The
prices are just ridiculous."
This seems to be the tone
throughout the student body and
administration who frequent the
Stag. However, the man in charge
vows that these people are over
reacting.
"It is a generalization that the
students have this reaction to all
the services that Fairfield offers,
whether it be the food, the health
center or even transportation," said
Jim Fitzpatrick, assistant vicepresident of Student Services.
"They are thinking about Thanksgiving and their mom's home
cooking. They are looking for a
light at the end of the tunnel."
"The food stinks, the prices
are too expensive...the school is

SEE "FUNERAL" ON P.
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Financial aid
doesn't keep
up with bills
BY JEN MALCOM

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Dining for dollars: Many students are upset over the cost of food in the Stag.

screwing the kids over," said Sean
Klock, '04. "Have you seen the
size of those chicken sandwiches?
They're so tiny and it costs 6
bucks? The school is ripping us
off."
Fitzpatrick agrees with some
of the complaints that students
have. He does say that nobody is
pleased with the quality or the variety of the burger and chicken
sandwich section. However, he

would not say the same for the deli
in the Stag.
"I have not had one student
come to me complaining about the
food here," says Fitzpatrick, "and
I would put our deli up against
Firehouse any day. Boars Head
meat is the greatest you can get and
that is what we use."
Students can complain as
SEE "FRANCHISES" ON P.
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AHANA students: too much of a minority?
BY LAURA PFEIFER

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Multicultural dilemma: Despite increases in
minority enrollment at Fairfield, many think
that there are not enough AHANA students.

"It does bother me at times that there aren't
a lot of minorities here. Unlike back home there
aren't enough people here that can actually relate to my background and my experiences. Yes
it's all well and good that everyone is happy to
hear your stories and is willing to learn, but
there are times where you want a person that
already understands and knows what you're

saying without saying it," reflects AHANA student Mothler Dalexis, '05.
Dalexis is one of 396 students in AHANA
(The African, Hispanic, Asian and Native
American Club) on Fairfield University's primarily white campus. Yet many AHANA students disagree amongst themselves as to the
efficiency of the university's attempts to creSEE "SCHOOL" ON P.
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In her freshman year, Nickie
Pendolpi '04 received a Presidential Scholarship that covered 33
percent of the cost of her attendance at Fairfield. Now that same
scholarship of $ 10,000 covers just
28 percent, leaving her and her
family responsible for that extra
five percent.
"This year was tough financially, especially with my sister
now attending college as well,"
said Pendolpi. "Luckily, because
of my sister, I now have a grant. I
just wished that the scholarship
went up every year in proportion
to the tuition increase."
Every year as the cost of tuition at Fairfield gets higher, financial aid struggles to keep up.
Coupled with a poor economy, students say that paying for tuition,
fees and room and board is getting
harder.
The problem is not restricted
to Fairfield, whose costs went up
7.2 percent this year alone.
"Many college-bound students and their families are affected by the struggling economy,"
Gaston Capertoh, president of the
College Board told The Boston
Globe. "As the cost of college
rises, the availability of student aid
becomes increasingly critical to a
student's ability to attend college
and pursue academic goals."
According to a report by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the tuition component of the Consumer
Price Index (CPI) has risen by 8
percent per year from 1979 to
2001. If the trend continues, children born today will face college
costs three to four times greater
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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The Mirror: For ages 8 to Regis

Chris Donato/The Mirror

Regis Philbin, host of "Live With Regis and Kelly," signed autographs Saturday at Borders for his books, such as "Who Wants
to Be Me?" While he didn't give us $1 million, he did take time
out to show his love for The Mirror.

EIC/The Mirror

The Mirror's Joshua O'Connell chats with 8-10 year olds from
LEAP: Leadership, Education, and Athletics in Partnership about
newspapers and how they work. Among other topics, he promised that their picture would be published this week.
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6:00 p.m. - A professor in the School of Nursing reported her purse stolen from a
desk drawer in her unlocked office. When she cancelled her credit card, she
discovered charges had been made at the Trumbull Mall.
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8:00 p.m. - A purse with rio ID and a small amount of cash and cosmetics was
found in a parking lot. If anyone is missing it, see security.
Wednesday, October 30
8:45 a.m. - A projector was removed from the ceiling in the Dolan School of Business
Thursday, October 31
10:40 a.m. -A television wall mount was stolen from the Jogues first floor lounge.
6:00 p.m. - A skunk was hit by a car at the Townhouses. Fairfield Police responded.
Friday, November 1
7:00 a.m. -A window of the storage closet in McAuliffe was found broken.

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
Last week's story on body image was missing an attribution to the lead of the piece
talking about a student from Wake Forest University. The Chronicle ofHigher Education provided that information.
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Are perks of dorm life worth it for juniors?
The Apartments house roughly 200
people, the Townhouses 560, and about 400
When asked about living in Claver, one upperclassmen live off campus.
particular irate junior picked a bottle of
This leaves 488 juniors in the dorms
Glade disinfectant and threw it against the this year, and most of them are not at all
wall of his dorm room.
happy about it.
Then, Kevin Farrow '04 yelled, "EvMike Cafanese is also a junior on
ery time I think of my housing situation it Claver One; but he is the resident assistant.
gets me wicked pissed! This shit would "As an RA for juniors my title stands for
never happen in Boston."
responsible adult," said
Catanese.
"It's not hard being an
RA for juniors, I enjoy it a
lot and they give me the utmost respect," Catanese
added.
He and his roommates set up their room
like many in Kostka/
Claver: beds and desks in
one room, couches and TV
in the other.
"We set it up to entertain people, but of course
no one comes over," he
Alexis Delaney/The Mirror
Kostka juniors are living here...
said.
This may be so, but it does happen at
"All my friends are in townhouses, I'm
Fairfield University, and has been happen- always up there hanging out and then I have
ing for the past 10 years.
to come home to this, it feels so unfair,"
There is just not enough upperclassmen Farrow said as he looked around his room
housing on campus to fit the amount of up- in despair.
perclassmen students.
"It sucks," said Bill Albro, '04. "I do
BY KATHRYN ABRUZZO

Bridget Smith/The Mirror

.rather than in a more spacious townhouse.
not like the situation of having an RA, but
at least I have my own bathroom."
Albro, like many juniors, was not aware
that he has more privileges than that.
Juniors who live in Kostka and Claver
are allowed to stay over breaks.
"As semi-independent living students
there is no charge, and no inconvenience,
the only problem is card access in dorms,
so they have to let us know," said Gary
Stephenson, director of housing operations.
"We ask townhouses or apartments if
they are going to stay and what days, we
like to know, especially for security purposes," Stephenson said.
Typical complaints about living in
dorm rooms are the new smoking policy and

the inability to throw parties.
Students feel if they're considered part of the "Village
Complex," they should be
treated no differently than
anyone in the apartments.
"Not being able to
smoke in your room as a junior has nothing to do with
personal rights, the ventilation system in dorms is different from that of the apartments carrying the smoke
into other rooms," said Fran
Koerting, director of Resi-

dence Life.
As for renting a keg and throwing your
own party, it may not be your living room,
but the social lounge in the apartments can
be rented and juniors can have a keg in there.
A little known fact is that there is also a
keggerator right there.
"We try to make living there as good
as we can even though you do not want to
be there." Koerting continued.
"We changed a lot of things to make it
better in Kostka/Claver, students can have
all stag bucks as a meal plan, can stay over
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and even Spring
Break. We are open to any more suggestions and creative ideas."

Study abroad without a passport
BY CARLEIGH BROWER

Do you need to get away from Fairfield
for a while, but not quite ready to take on
Europe for the semester? Are you interested
in ecology and the future of our planet? If
so, Columbia University's Biosphere 2 Center in Tuscon, Arizona might be just what
you're looking for.
Since 1996, Columbia has been offering Earth and Universe semester classes and
summer field classes at the Center, the primary focus of which is to provide students
with a deeper understanding of Earth systems.
Thirty-eight colleges and universities
are working together with Columbia in this
endeavor, encouraging students to embrace
this unique learning experience. As of next
semester, Fairfield University will be among
them.
Students choosing to study at Biosphere
2 will have the advantage of the world's largest laboratory for plant growth and integrated study of earth systems science.
Different ecosystems are represented in
the Biosphere, including the rainforest,
ocean, desert, and intensive forestry section,
where the effects of varying temperature,
moisture and carbon dioxide levels can be
studied.
Classes offered at the 250-acre campus
include Ecological Systems, Human Role
in Environmental Change, Observational
Astronomy, Galactic Astronomy and Astrobiology.
Dr. Lisa Newton, director of applied
ethics and environmental studies at Fair-

Contributed photo
The Biosphere 2 in Arizona offers the benifts of studying
abroad without.going abroad.
field, is very enthusiastic about the learning ture of the learning experience. Students are
opportunities that Biosphere 2 will provide given the opportunity to do independent refor Fairfield students. "We're trying to show search and go on field trips to the Grand
students the advantages of this kind of en- Canyon, the California desert and the Sea
vironment, one that we cannot duplicate at of Cortez in Mexico.
Students live not only with their peers,
Fairfield.
You can teach astronomy because you with whom they work on joint projects, but
can see the stars in the Arizona desert. It also with faculty, so that they are always in
expands the area of our courses, but it's so an intellectually stimulating environment.
Mamgta Dadlani, a recent graduate of
much more than that."
Dr. Newton stressed the intensive na- Barnard College and a psychology major,

reflects on her experience at Biosphere 2:
"Biosphere 2 is an unbelievable learning experience. The small classes, long discussions, fantastic field trips to some of the
country's most advanced observatories and
the chance to work with real scientists on
sophisticated equipment are wonderful. You
get to know your teachers not only as professionals, but also as people."
Since its inception, Biosphere 2 has attracted hundreds of students from all over
the world. It offers programs not only to undergraduates, but to high school and graduate students as well.
Many students on Fairfield's campus
are excited about Fairfield's affiliation with
the program. Rob Keder, '04, Biology major, said, "I think it's going to provide a
unique opportunity for Fairfield students to
gain experience within ecological and biological research. I'm looking into the summer program."
The opportunity is not limited to science majors, however. Fairfield will send
approximately 4 students a semester to participate in Biosphere 2, and non-science
majors will have the opportunity to fulfill
core classes in the natural and social sciences, as well as in ethics.
Professor Barry Osmond, president and
executive director of Biosphere 2, invites
students to, "Do something totally different.
Not only will your experience at Biosphere
2 have lasting impact on your education, it
may make a difference for our planet."
For more information, contact Dr. Newton, visit www.columbia.edu/biosphere, or
email lar46@columbia.edu.
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"Franchises" may
improve Stag options
CONTINUED FROM P.
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much as they want about the prices, but it
doesn't seem like the administration is budging. However, plans are in the making for
improvements in quality to the Stag.
"When the students arrived on campus
this fall, the Stag itself was a work in
progress," said Fitzpatrick. "The dollars
were just not there to get it done in time.
We knew that when it opened last November that we would be in this situation today."
Plans are in the works to completely
revamp the Stag, except for the sacred deli
section. Sodexho, the franchise who deals
with the food service at Fairfield, owns small
subsidiaries which it has brought to schools
around the country. These would act almost
as mini-restaurants inside the Stag.
This new addition would make the Stag
look like a food court at the mall, but it is
better than the state the Stag is in now. The
Sky Ranch Grill would replace the current
pizza-taco bar-smoothie area. An Italian
concept called Pandini's, which is very similar to Sbarro's, is planning on going into the Stag. This would occupy the grill area.
The Sky Ranch Grill describes itself on it's home page
as having, "a commitment to
freshness, honesty, and bounty.
We begin with the wholesome
ingredients and prepare them

right in front of you. Fresh lean beef, breast
of chicken, or a fresh Portobello mushroom
cap. We grill or charbroil, toast the bun, then
pile it high with your choice of basic fresh
veggies, pickles and spreads: Nothing fancy
-just real and ample. Add fries, fresh onion
strings, and a soda or hard scoop ice cream
shake. Take it on the run, or sit and enjoy
the wholesome Blue Sky freshness."
Could it be - good food? Pandini's will
further broaden our horizons. It is described
as being a specialty shop serving fresh Italian fare, including upscale brick oven pizza,
salads, sandwiches, and pastas.
"I think this is great," remarked John
Doney, '04. "I have been here for three years
and I have yet to be excited about getting
food. I feel like this could finally be it."
This new addition has not been 100
percent finalized.
"We are still waiting to hear back concerning all the figures and hoping that all
the drawings will fit," said Fitzpatrick. "If
all goes well it looks like the first part, the
Sky Ranch Grill, could be implemented over
winter break."
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***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras. TRAVEL
FREE, Reps Needed, EARN$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
1 888 THINK SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626) /
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
Attention Spring Breakers! Travel Free 2003! Free trips, drinks & meals!
Party w/ MTV! Hottest destinations! Most Reliable.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1 -800-426-7710
FAIRFIELD SPRING BREAK '03 with StudentCity.com! Cancun, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Jamaica, Barbados, Florida! FAIRFIELD REPS
WANTED! Travel free and earn cash! Call 1-800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com today!
National Marketing Agency seeks outgoing, well groomed responsible
spokes models for Promotions in Bar, Night Club and Liquor Store
establishments. Pay is $15.00 dollars per hour. Applicants must be over 18
years old & have their own vechile. Applications will be accepted at our
company website or call for futher details.
www.HausPromotions.com 1 -888-4-PROMOTIONS
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel with STS, America's #1 student tour operator.
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas or Florida. Sell trips, earn cash,
travel free! Inforamtion/reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

Classifieds are available for as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information or to place an ad.
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Funeral for
School working to recruit more minority students
was put into effect in an effort to recruit more lations. "Most AHANA students like [Fair1
Worden planned
AHANA students to the university. In- field]. There are things they don't like, but
CONTINUED FROM P.

CONTINUED FROM P.
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ily and adolescent therapy.
Lynn Saladino, '03, a psychology major, owes her future plans to Worden. "He
influenced me to become interested in health
psychology. That's what I want to do with
my life now."
Lisa Ramaccia, president of the Psychology Club, was also mentored by
Worden. She came to Fairfield as a psychology major and then, halfway through,
decided to switch to an undeclared major.
"I just didn't think I wanted to do it,
but then I took Dr. Worden's general psychology course and he made me appreciate
psychology again," said Ramaccia, '03.
"His enthusiasm for the field made me want
to declare it a second time around. He made
the class fun and he always had a smile on
his face."
Worden was married with two grown
daughters.
Calling hours are on Sunday at the
Abriola Funeral Home in Trumbull. The
funeral is on Monday at the Unitarian
Church in Westport. Students who wish to
attend are asked to RSVP with the Psychology Department at extension 2926.

ate a comfortable environment for students
of various ethnicities.
Miguel Delgado, '04, an AH ANA student, felt that Fairfield is taking a step in a
positive direction. "I think it's good what
Fairfield University is doing to promote diversity on campus. Hopefully the AHANA
population will expand in the future," he
said.
Enrique Iturralde, '05, said that diversity was not a factor in his decision to attend Fairfield. "I think the diversity on this
campus is non-existent. However, it does not
bother me at all. People are people, and I
get along with whomever. If there was more
colored people, great, but it doesn't make a
big deal."
According to Fairfield University representatives and statistics, the AHANA
population has increased and currently
makes up 11.8 percent of the overall undergraduate population.
In consulting the Fairfield University
Fact Book, the class of 2005 currently has
the largest AHANA population, with 120
students representing 14 percent of the class.
Since 1980, there has been a steady increase
in the AHANA population.
In the spring of 2001, a five-year plan

531 Tunxis Hill Rd. • Fairfield
(Across from fairfield Chiropractic)

366-4775

cluded were more recruiting in urban areas
and an increase in the number of AHANA
representatives at the Fairfield open houses.
"An active plan has always been part of our
(administrative) conversation. It has always
been a priority," said Judith Dobai, director
of admissions. The plan also calls for mailings to perspective AHANA students.
Through the Community Partnership
Scholarship Program, Fairfield University
gives out 10 full-tuition scholarships to
AHANA students in Connecticut and New
York, based on socio-economic need.
The School of Engineering aids urban
high school graduates through Earn and
Learn, where students are placed in fieldjobs and attend classes at night, which are
paid for by their part-time work and scholarships. Also, the Office of Admissions presents six urban high school students with
the Sophomore Achievement Awards annually.
Once AHANA students arrive at Fairfield University, the Center for Multi-Cultural Relations helps them adapt to life at
Fairfield. "Everyone has a culture and there
are resources for people to learn about different cultures," stated Larri W. Mazzon,
director of the center for multi-cultural re-

they make the best of it and the opportunities."
Dalexis agreed. "The center helps you
adapt to this atmosphere. They give you
that immediate family of people who are just
like you."
Fairfield University's efforts seem to be
working. When compared to other Jesuit
universities, Fairfield surprisingly has one
of the larger AHANA populations. Boston
College has an undergraduate population of
8,930 students and an AHANA population
of 20 percent. Fairfield has less than half
the amount of students and more than half
of BC's AHANA population (14%). Providence College located in Providence, Rhode
Island has 3100 students and an AHANA
population of a mere 6.4 percent.
The AHANA retention rate is 87 percent as compared to the 89 percent total for
all students. According to Edwin Wilkes,
associate AVP-enrollment management,
Fairfield University graduation rates based
on a six-year scale show that 72 percent of
all AHANA students graduate as compared
to 79 percent for all undergraduates. "Nationally, the Latino and African American
graduation rate is 38percent-39 percent. Our
[rate] is almost double that, " said Wilkes.
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Alums bummed over tailgate
have left alumni angry.
"I am sorry to say that I can speak for a
lot
of
alumni when we are very frustrated
If you walked around campus on Satwith
Fairfield
University and the way that
urday, you may have noticed that it was a
lot busier than usual. This past weekend they deal with the students," says John
was not only Homecoming, but Alumni Thoren, Class of '00. "After this year's
Weekend as well. Many former Fairfield Alumni Weekend, we are also very frustrated with the way
students returned to tailthey are treating
gate and watch the footalumni as well."
ball game from the
Many alumni felt
townhouse area.
that if the university is
Or so they thought.
going to invite its
You may also have
former students back
noticed that this section
for a couple of days,
of campus, in addition
the least it can do is
to the parking lots
open the entire camAmy Womack/The Mirror
around Fairfield Prep,
pus
to them, specifiAlumni
tailgaters
roped
in.
was barricaded Saturcally
a location
day.
known
to
be
used
for
tailgating
and watchAlumni were permitted to tailgate in the
ing
the
football
game.
Prep parking lots, but could not enter the
Thoren adds, "Restricting tailgate actownhouse area except as the guest of a curcess
and then forcing you to attend the footrent student.
ball
game
is making it harder and harder to
"It was an event for juniors and seniors," says Todd Pelazza, director of Cam- want to visit Fairfield in the future."
Fewer restrictions and a date in early
pus Security. "They were each allowed to
October make Alumni Weekend a better
bring one guest."
Alumni weekend: an event for juniors time!" concludes Tom Sowinski, also of the
and seniors? The events of last weekend Class of '00.
BY ELIZABETH COOPER
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2804 Fairfield Avenue * Black Rock, CT 06605
Marty McCarthy - Over 12 years restaurant
experience, lifetime Black Rock resident - - .
taking over long time favorite "Pizza & More" .
Come down and try us out - you won't be disappointed.

Marty** Catering
Birthday parties,
Sunday or rtonday rViyM f »o*fra«, 6ra4uahot>s,
Lobster BaHes, X-MAJ, Vew Years
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Poet praises Sopranos
rather than believing every Italian in
America lives the lives depicted on the show.
Parini took an interesting stand on the
Ever wished you were part of the Sotopic
and considered the characters of the
prano family? Ever wanted to live out the
Sopranos
to be "a mirror of all American
so-called "mobster's life?" Well, according
society." Parini, who is Italto Jay Parini, we are all Soian-American,
feels that evpranos, but he has been
eryone sees a little of themwriting about Italianselves in the characters of
American issues long bethe Sopranos.
fore the TV show became a
Parini began his talk by
hit.
reading from "The ApprenJay Parini, an estabtice Lover." The section he
lished poet, novelist, biogread concerned the guilt
rapher, and professor at
that the main character felt
Middlebury College in Verfor traveling back to Italy
mont, spoke Monday
since
his
ancestors
evening in the library about
struggled to leave Italy a
his works and the topics
mere five generations bethey convey. Many of
fore him in search of a betParini's works deal with
ter life. Along with many
Italian-American issues
other issues, one of the mawith one exception, the biPARINI
jor themes of his book is
ography of Robert Frost for
which Parini won The Chicago Tribune's breaking away from the past.
Parini concluded his lecture by readesteemed Heartland Prize in 2000.
ing
several
poems that dealt with topics
Parini's most recent book, "The Apranging
from
growing up in the coal-minprentice Lover," is what he considered a
"shadow biography" of his own life and his ing district of Pennsylvania as a child, the
involvement with Italian-American experi- life, hopes, and dreams of his Italian grandmother, and his thoughts on our nation's
ence.
Although most critics feel the show The current situation with Iraq.
The advice Parini gave to aspiring writSopranos represents Italian-Americans in a
violent and unbecoming way, Parini told lis- ers was simple. "Think about where you
teners that he believes people in our society dream about, listen to your inner writers
should have the intelligence to see the co- voice," and, most importantly, "keep thinkmedic and entertaining aspects of the show, ing, keep reading, and write, write, write."
BY PATRICIA MCGAHAN
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Townhouse solar panels save energy, not money
the eight houses on that block. But what as direct current for later use. The data colare they doing now?
lected is inAccording to Dr. Evangelos stantly sent
Did you ever notice that there's something different about the ten-block? That Hadjimichael, dean of engineering and the over the net
group of townhouses overlooking the base- director of this project, the sun has been a to be used
ball field with the shiny, black roof?
free source of energy for the past five bil- by a team of
In January 2000, a project over a year lion years.
students in a
and a half in the making came into being
Funded by generous grants from three Physics
and 2800 square feet worth of solar panels separate educational and power foundations, 'Capstone
were installed on the roofs of four out of these cells utilize such a source to provide class. Us50 to 60 percent of ing this systhe energy needs, tem of enwhile also serving ergy conas roofs for the verters,
houses that they Hadjimichael
cover. When the plans
to
sun hits these sleek popularize
black solar panels, the use of alits electric power ternate forms of energy,
is captured and ei- while increasing its efficiency
ther converted into on campus.
alternating current
The current residents
and combined of these houses are not involved
with other forms of in the process and remain uninelectricity
to formed as to their benefits.
power everyday
Elissa DeRose, '04, who says
appliances, or that the solar panels are "a good
Saving energy: solar panels on the
Bridget smith/The Mirror stored in a battery idea," did not know about their ex10-block help to conserve energy, but not the bills.
istence until move-in day. She and
her housemates have been careful to
conserve energy in order to keep utility
bills low, regardless of their presence. Mike

Brosnan, '03, the block's Townhouse Manager, on the other hand, took the idea of the
solar panels into consideration when choosing to live in the ten-block. He thought
that living in a house partially powered by
photovoltaic energy would save money, but
he has noticed no drop in the amount that
he is paying for utilities each month.
When asked for comment, he
said that he was shocked that at
their efficiency and said that he
"would like to see the benefit." So where does the
money go?
Dr. Hadjimichael, who
is not involved in the economic consequences ofsolar energy on campus, is
mainly concerned with
their efficiency.
He says that he
would like to see more installed once more data is
collected, so that Fairfield can continue to
work toward
making the
use of solar
energy a
valid alternative.

BY GWEN MCLAUGHLIN

Specializing in
American designers
and custom work,
original and redesign.

Design is where you find it...
University of St. Thomas
thool of Law

Sterling silver
necklace

/

ACADEMIC RIGOR: Enjoy a rich curriculum integrating law, ethics and faith.

>

REAL WORLD PREPARATION: Experience a mentor program with local attorneys and judges.

Sterling silver necklace
w/ cubic zirconia cross

MAKING A DIFFERENCE: Engage your commitment to public service and social, responsibility.
SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY: Everyone is committed to your success.
Office of Admissions
Minneapolis, Minn.
(800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawschool@stthomas.edu
www.stthomas.edu/lawschool

Find more samples at
www.silverribbon.com

Playhouse Square
275 Post Road East
Westport, CT 06880
203-226-9320

UNIVERSITY
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ST.THOMAS

MINNESOTA
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Students struggle with increasing tuition costs
CONTINUED FROM P.

Undergraduate tuition is $24,100 for
this academic year at Fairfield, up from last
year's $22,430. Residence hall room and
board is $8,560; townhouse rental is $6,640;
and an apartment village rental is $7,200.
The overall package of tuition, fees, and
residence hall room and board represents an
increase to full-time students of 7.2 percent.
Fairfield's financial assistance is protided in the form of scholarships, grants,
student loans and campus employment.
Both need-based and merit-based tuition
scholarships are awarded.
Need-based aid is reviewed on a yearto-year basis, but merit-based are offered
only to academically talented students as
entering freshmen.
Approximately 160 merit-based scholarships are given out per year, said Scott.
Although students argue that the money
given out should increase every year, ad-

1

than current prices.
Dr. Kathryn Nantz, a professor of economics at Fairfield, said that "if college costs
increase faster than the CPI, that could cause
a financial burden. But there are lots of reasons why the tuition increased by so much,
so quickly. Fairfield is just trying to keep
up to date and competitive."
Apparently, Fairfield has been successful with that. The Princeton Review, in its
list of the 345 best colleges, recently ranked
Fairfield University fifteenth in the category
of "Best Academic Bang for your Buck."
Alexander Scott, senior associate director of admissions, said, "In comparison to
other colleges we are priced competitively.
We aren't the most expensive nor least, but
our level of tuition is expected for cost of a
quality private education."
mtmMmmfflWfSim

—

•

ministrators note that they are conscious of
budget constraints and can't increase it.
This year an additional $1.6 million was
issued in financial aid, a 10 percent increase
that brings total University student aid to
$17.6 million.
But some students who receive financial aid have been unaffected by this increase.
"My grants have remained constant
since freshman year," said Chris Karch, '04.
"It would have been nice if they increased
every year since tuition has."
Other students who receive scholarships for the full cost of tuition are benefiting from the additional funds.
"As tuition increases my Fairfield
scholarships keep up with the rising costs,"
said Melissa Thomas. "So luckily my financial aid has been pretty consistent, my
percentages haven't changed."

Fairfield isn't alone in dealing with such
issues.
Tuition and fees rose 9.6 percent at public colleges and 5.8 percent at private colleges, according to the nonprofit College
Board. Four-year private schools in New
England led the nation in college total costs,
with tuition and fees averaging $23,289 a
year.
With room and board, books and fees,
the yearly cost of a four-year private college in New England is $33,860, the highest in the country, according to the College
Board and Fairfield fits righfin at $33,335.
"If FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) determines that your family could only pay for a certain percentage
of tuition costs, it would only makes sense
that your aid would increase, if nothing else
changed but the cost of tuition," said Dora
DeNardo, '04.

■• - —

Beverly Nail Spa
Luigi's Center, next to Luigi's Restaurant
170 Post Rd., Fairfield - Phone: 203-256-8791

(GRASMERE BARBER SHOP)
Specializing in:

HAIRCUT SPECIAL:
I

20% off Monday-Thursday for college students only

• Fades
• Clipper Cuts
• Traditional Cuts

(Regularly $15.00)

udent ID

Business Hours: Wed-Sat 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
58 Post Road (203) 259-9132
On Black Rock/Fairfield Line

Waxing
Tip Set
Wrap Set
Manicure & Pedicure
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You've Got News

VILLA DEL SOL

Villa del Sol Mexican Restaurant.
1229 Post Road The Brick Walk Fairfield, CT 06824- C203) 254-0123

ATTENTION ALL FAIRFIELD
l/NIVERSITY STUDENTS !!
Villa del Sol is offering a buy
1 dinner / lunch and receive the 2^ dinner / lunch V2 off
Present your student IP card for this great offer!
.
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Villa del So! has a great Happy Hour
Monday - Friday 4-pm - 7pm (Bar Only)
Monday's - $ 2.95 Margarita's
Tuesday - Corona Buckets & Free Mexican Wings
Wednesdays - lOcent Mexican Wings
Thursdays - $1 Tequila Shooters
Fridays-{2.00 All Beers
MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE & PRESENT VALID IDENTIFICATION.
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY. DON'T DRINK & DRIVE.
> t*t*t««•»«»
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Get The Fairfield
Mirror in your
Inbox.
/

■

Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
Its the best way to stay informed... and its free.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Editor: Stephanie Sierzputowski
E-mail: campuslife@fairfieldmirror.com
FRESH IDEAS
RELATIVELY SPEAKING
CHRISTIAN VILLODAS

First set of wheels
My first car was a red convertible with beige interior and the best
metal wheels money could buy. It
was small enough to move nimbly,
to handle sharp curves with ease
and to show every other kid on the
playground who ruled recess racing. Ford,Volkswagon, none of
these wannabes could match my
first car - Matchbox.
The best part of. a Matchbox
or Hotwheels was the economics
behind it. At $2.50 a car, you could
afford to cruise carelessly or just
total the whole thing if you got
frustrated. Your first set of wheels
is special... but what about the second?
As you cruise into your fifth
year you've decided to explore a
new dimension in transportation:
the tricycle. After my first tricycle,
I was never the same again. What
a confidence booster. No matter
how hard you try, a tricycle will
never tip over. I can still remember my first tricycle, a fisher-price
cruiser with a MADD sticker on
the back. It just goes to show you,
you're never too young to think
about important issues ahead.
Graduating to a bicycle is one
of the defining moments of childhood, aside from getting the
chickenpox or realizing you can't
fly. You're seven now, the age of
reason, and it's time to put the hurt
on the pavement. How hard could
it be? Then mom lets go of your
seat and you discover the fundamentals of physics. They say, "You
have to learn to crawl before you
can walk." Well with your first
bike it should be, "you have to
learn to fall before you can ride."
Anyone born before 1984 can
tell you, there was one other prized
mode of transportation: "PowPow-Powerwheels!" But the real
power comes with that gasoline
driven, motor vehicle registered,
automatic sunroofed, cd-playing,
means of T-R-A-N-S-P-O-R-T-AT-I-O-N; your first car.
Your first set of wheels carried you through imaginary highways, mastering physically impossible stunts, claiming unthinkable
speeds, and reaching and resting
in the sacred space of a child's
mind. The wheels that follow only
get you from point A to B with increasing sophistication and decreasing thrill. The first set gives
you something that the last set
could never deliver: the opportunity to take any exit you wish, free
of consequence. Life is good when
you get into an accident and all you
have to do is snap on your back
bumper.

Binge drinking on campus
Does Fairfield University have a problem?
BY JULIE MCDERMOTT

&

STEPHANIE SIERZPUTOWSKI

It's four in the morning and
you and your roommate just got
back to your dorm room from a
killer party in the townhouses.
Although she could barely walk
without your help, you thought she
was fine, until... she pukes all over
you.
Why was your roommate
puking? Most likely, she was
binge drinking that night. The
definition of binge drinking, according to the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information, is the consumption of five
or more drinks in a row on at least
one occasion.
"A good portion of students
that I meet with through my work
meet or exceed the definition of a
binge drinker," said Jeanne
DiMuzio, director of wellness and
prevention.
Many students and administrators agree with DiMuzio, ans
say that binge drinking is a common thing at Fairfield University.
"I live in Dolan and my window faces out on campus, and just
about every weekend night I can
see the ambulance lights flashing
because they have to pick up a student who was drinking too much,"
said Maura Rafuse, '06.
"Binge drinking definitely
goes on at Fairfield," said Mike
Surprenant, '04. "My roommate
had to go to the health center once
for drinking too much. They made
him stay over night."
Mike Lauzon, Assistant Director of the Security Department
at Fairfield University, has dealt
with many cases this year of students who have been indulging in
too much alcohol.
"There have been 32 public
intoxications since September 1,
where the students were sent to the

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Drinking drama: Is binge drinking a problem at Fairfield?

Health Center," said Lauzon.
"There have been 7 cases where
students were sent to the hospital,
and 5 DWI's given to students who
were stopped on campus. Three
of them were minors and two of
them were of legal drinking age."
Lauzon explains that they use
three basic tests to see if the students had too much to drink: eye
gaze nystagmus, one leg stand, and
the walk and turn test. If they fail
these, the next step is the
breathalyzer test.
"If they can't walk or talk, or
we can't wake them up, then we
send them to the Bridgeport hospital," said Lauzon.
Binge drinking does not just
occur on Fairfield's campus. According to Monica Sutcliffe from
The Daily Campus, the University
of Connecticut students consume
more alcohol than the national average of students.
A recent alcohol and drug
study was conducted by the Core
Institute of Southern Illinois University, which showed that 20%
more students reported binge
drinking at UConn than students

Atypical Sunday morning sight,
nationally.

"In our society at large, binge
drinking is not the common pattern after the age of 25," said
DiMuzio, "but from ages 13-24
drinkers will binge during these
curiosity years."
The University of Alabama,
as well as UConn, reported to have
a higher binge drinking rate than
the national average, according to
Charlie Gasner of The Crimson
White. Fifty percent of the Alabama students were found to be
binge drinkers, compared to 33%

nationwide.
According to "Booze News:
Updating Advocates on Alcohol
Prevention Policies," published by
the Alcohol Policies Project of the
Center for Science in the Public
Interest, binge drinkers cited the
following as important reasons for
drinking: drinking to get drunk,
status associated with drinking,
culture of alcohol consumption on
campus, peer pressure, and academic stress.
SEE "DRINKING" ON P.
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Alcoholics
(typically):
3ts of lime thinking
:
- and planning
h sn to get the next
titles hidden for quick

mess of

• Can have 'blackouts" - cannot
remember what he or she did
while drinking, although he or
she may have appeared "
normal" to people at the time
Goes from having hangovers to
more dangerous withdrawal
symptoms, such as delirium
tremens, which can be fatal
Has or causes major problems
with the police,'and employer,
family, or friends
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Zulu Child Promotions for lovers of African/Caribbean music:
DJs Rex and Holy child shall blow you /4fliCail JaZZ
into the African and Caribbean music
Afrc-Beat
world with powerful cris-cross rhythms
that explodes with joy and happiness,
Calypso
sounds that gives highs.
Zulu Child is a creative idea diet
promotes cross-cultural parties.

Reggae

/ink

Dance time: Every Saturday 8PM to 2 AM

At: Paradise Club, i OGO Broad Street. Comer of John and Broad
(Down town Bridgeport)
Great fun, Cozy atmosphere, cool people, Nice time, unbelievable feeling
Dress NiceJy

-Th,

CAMPUS LIFE

Door: $5, Stuck:nis-$3. Ladies-Free.

For more info: contact 203 366 3^23/203 336 9019

QHECK THIS OUT!!!!!!
HUNGER AND
HOMELESSNESS WEEK
2002!
NOVEMBER 18TH-24TH
MONDAY-10 P.M MASS AT CHAPEL
TUESDAY-FOOD DRIVE ON CAMPUS
(8 PM) AND AT THE BEACH (6 PM)
WEDNESDAY- ****SLEEP OUT*****
COME TO CARDBOARD CITY OUTSIDE OF THE CAMPUS
CENTER!
BEGINS AT 12 NOON/
CONTINUES ALL DAY AND NIGHT WITH MUSIC AND
STUDENT DISCUSSIONS AT 9PM-DONT MISS IT!
THURSDAY-OXFAM FAST-DONATE YOUR UNUSED
MEALS FROM THE WEEK TO BENEFIT THOSE WHO GO
HUNGRY EVERY DAY!
FRIDAY-JMPROV SHOW AT THE LEVEE-BRING CLEAN,
UNUSED SOCKS AS YOUR ADMISSION OR $2 TO GET IN!
SATURDAY-HABITAT FOR HUMANITY WORK DAY
***COME JOIN US FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE EVENTS***

Looking for more Mirror?
Head to The Mirror Online
for online exclusives and other
cool content that just can't fit
into this littie inch of space.
New content is published

Mondays and Thursdays!
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Binge Drinking
CONTINUED FROM P.
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At Fairfield University, many students
share these thoughts.
Katie Cronin, '03 believes people binge
drink to relieve the stress of academics.
"I think people drink to forget about the
stress and pressure of school," said Cronin.
"Of course it's not the best way to cope, but if
5 beers in a night is the definition of binge
drinking, every college student has a
problem...and I don't think that's true."
"For some people, binge drinking is for
fun, just shenanigans, while for others it is a
problem solver," said James Carmody, '03.
According to DiMuzio, slurred speech,
trouble hearing or seeing, unstable gait, and a
strong smell on alcohol on the breath can all
be signs that someone has had too much to
drink.
"Don't wait until someone passes out or
appears to be in a blackout, they are too far
along and could be in serious jeopardy," said
DiMuzio. "If in doubt, call 4090 and get them
to the health center. Judicial is a minor responsibility to accept in comparison to losing
a Fairfield friend."

NOVEMBER
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HOROSCOPES
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Aries

Cancer

Libra

Capricorn

March 21-April 20

June 22-July 22

Sept. 23-Oct. 23

Dec. 22-Jan. 20

I Registering for classes is especially annoyling for you this semester, since you have little
(patience for such trivial nonsense (then again,
Iwho does?). In order to survive this burden,
I you should curl up in a ball in bed and wait
I for the hell to end.

Keep the partying down to a bare minimum
this weekend. Although you may be tempted
to grace the social scene, nobody has really
forgotten about the fool you made of yourself
last weekend while singing "It's Raining Men"
at a random house on their coffee table.

Your roommate, who you've never gotten
along with anyway, announces they are moving out this week. Before you have any time
at all to celebrate this joyous occasion with a
large get-together, you realize that they're
moving right next door...bummer.

Taurus

Leo

Scorpio

Aquarius

April 21-May 20

July 23-Aug. 22

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Jan.21-Feb.19

[Forgetting to vote Tuesday night was a mistake, but not as big a mistake as having a
Istalker-ish crush on that very formal-dressling person in your class. Try not to fret...those
•teacher/student relationships hardly ever work
lout, anyway.

I

After studying for what seems to be 85 hours
straight, you'll wake up the next morning only
to realize that you're 45 minutes late for your
test. Not to worry though - the test was so
easy that everyone, including the teacher, will
have left already when you get there.

Housing will move you this week from a
townhouse to Jogues. You'll later find out that
the school deleted your transcript by accident
and they now consider you a freshman again.
Enjoy it -^ou've just bought yourself extra
college time.

Virgo

Gemini
May 21-June 21

[You'll have to keep your purse or wallet
[sealed as tight as a drum this week. Your
[paycheck will seem ridiculously small after
[some people named "FICA" and "Social SeIcurity" take their cuts. Those leeches.

Aug. 23-Sept. 22
/ /
A longtime crush will finally make his or her
move on you this week. Everything goes
smoothly, until you go back to their dorm
room for a "nightcap" and discover they have
an unusually scary fetish with Oprah. Better
luck next time.

A colleague or fellow group member will get
on your nerves this week. Instead of punching them in the face, as they so deserve, grin
and say snotty, condescending things to them
whenever possible. Hey, you should get to
have some fun in such a situation, right?

•

An old flame will try to scam his or her way
back into your life in the coming week. You
are flattered at first, until you remember that
it didn't work the first time because of their
intolerable snoring habits. If you ever want
to sleep peacefully again, run and hide.

Sagittarius

Pisces

Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Feb. 20-March 20

You've got rhythym, you've got music,
you've got your gal/man, who could ask for
anything more? How about...ask whoever it
is that got this perky little Gershwin tune into
your head to stop singing, before you go completely insane and end up shooting yourself?.

You will realize this week how badly your
grades really do suck. Before you flunk out
of college, get off your butt, shimmy down
to the library and actually crack a book. Tape
those "Friends" reruns if you have to, just do
something with yourself.

Chee, &Boos
Send in Cheers & B«
mirror@fair1
|to Coach Maffei and the Trumbull Club...to
|D.B. for recognizing that the beruit cups were
[the best costumes at the Grape, we love
|you...to Juan and Ruben making our Halloween costumes...to being a senior but still goling to the Halloween dinner at Barone...to
[Miguel the La Salsa man...to the EM retreat
[team, our hard work is so worth it, it's going
[to be awesome...to the 2 girls hooking up at
[the Grape...to seeing old friends alumni
[weekend...to the threesome in my bed...to
[cheese...to the crazy Halloween party at the
|High Tide...to being Juan and Ruben for
Ialloween...to watching Peeps blow up in the
iicrowave...to not being alumni yet...to
jower hour, again...to hot JFK in the
corner...to hustlin, no one beats us...to tech[nical fouls...to wacky outfits...to 3 holes in
[the wall...to Austin Power girls...to that's
:ool—for me to poop on...to alumni
weekend...to the original burgerito...to late
lights...to calling playboy playmates...to the
loble cam...to the Smoking Bishop girls for
laving sick party...to drinking lots of coffee
vhile girls play with snakes...to Leila being
(the best date...to dj rhondc.to around the
vorld...to the eagles...to squirrels...***to Bar
)ne and stealing oranges to make orange
|juice...to no quiet hours in Jogues...to the RAs
if Jogues, we love you Eddie, Lindsey, and
leagan...to the Bailers in 3 on 3 basketball...to
the Homecoming Dance, and especially to
Ithose in TH 62 who came and danced...to loud
>irls...to my curious George wristband...to
vatching the Bachelor and the Sopranos every week...to the most dangerous man in
football...to Lucas the Stag...to Beats,
^aRusso, Jacknuts, and Elkas, quick team

the Mirror by Monday night!
Mail: BoxAA

huddle...to floor 3 family of club Jogues...to
the best roommate ever who will walk with
you to the health center to get your flu shot...to
sackmann 666...to beating you bad in air
hockey...to flossing your teeth in my room...to
good and plenty...to the Jogues bunnies, especially Miss March...to boobs, butt,
bologna...to a refrigerator full of cheese and
crackers...to jungle juice...to the crew team,
322 loves you all...to Jersey brats,
badabing...to fog man...to hooking up with
your alumni crush...to Colford...to Colette,
Virginia, Cal, Torch and Mahoney doing late
night keg stands at the point...to Mystic
Pizza...to Colette for working her @$$ off for
200 Nights, it will be amazing!...to friends
bringing me flowers and Gatoradc.to spice
girls...to our dream house with the bar...to my
fave girls putting on a great homecoming
dance...to winning a stereo...to Shaniqua's
shout-outs...to 1 hour of sleep on a crammed
leather couch with your best friends...to the
Halloween party at the Lighthouse...to the
gator lodge...to shoving crayons up your
@$$...to dentist chair shots...to robyn
glasser...to spooning with Elvis...to freshmen
swimmys, we love you...to arnold schwartz
pranks, can't get enough...to the Twerp, Allan
& Hanna...to trick or shot at the pole...to
Rich...to Lauren for not taking his sh*t...to
Curb Your Enthusiasm...to taking my crush's
virginity (ed. note: anyone lose their virginity lately? Classy choice)...to crazy mean
baby...to lamda theta beta...to whipped
cream...to late night booty calls...to the Levee
lap dance...to drinking in the laundry room...to
Sex Tim and Hot Greg...to waking up in
sand...to C&B being filled by you, not us
,

n

"

*

to falling into the fireplace and smashing your
head...to our tap breaking for the second
time...to the Maze girls not winning the Grape
Halloween contest, you girls got robbed...to
drunken falls...to the line outside the Grape...to
the broken toilets in the Grape...to crying over
someone's life because they sell children's
furniture for a living...to Margaret for not liking cheese...to tailgating up at the townhouses
during alumni weekend, why wouldn't you
let alumni party with us?...to my roommate's
snooze button...to all the boys we hooked up
with freshman year..to Kate viciously answering the phone, elbowing Krissy. and breaking
the plate...to Marty's list, get original and learn
to booze on our level...to it being freezing
already...to invite-onlys...to freshmen thinking they're the sh*t...to forming around the
world, but missing it...to that smell in here...to
work for the next week...to piggy for cutting
my article, protest continues...to that drunk kid
at SoCo. clean yourself up kid...to the Sodexho
workers who don't know how to get rid of
balloons...to classic tiki...to passing out
early...to not making it to the beach...to the
giants...to Notre Dame losing...to losing your
wallet...to nobody returning your lost wallet,
even though there was no money in it...to the
broken table...to mean people...to feet, the
worst body part ever..to intermediate micro
exams...to failing...to being sick...to dish
clothes...to dirty dishes that never get
washed...to saying the alphabet backwards...
to anyone who doesn't love club Jogues...to
the skunk that lives in the bush outside of
Jogues...to eating sardines...to Katie calling
John's mom...to getting voted off outcast
survivor...to waiting in line at the Grape...to

your alumni crush not showing up...to
Australia...to having less than 200 nights left
of college...to hooking up with 30 year old
Brits...to passing out at 11:30 (oops)...to mean
ex-boyfriends, what goes around, comes
around...to hangnails...to not having ajob...to
the market research project... to cat poop...to
procrastination...to late night library
meetings...to fart attacks...to bad gross teeth,
brush them please...to taking my name tags
off my door...to Dolan 3 West and putting
them on T's door, let's act like we're in high
school, why don't we...to hooking up with
the alumnus...to red heads...to not returning
my phone calls...to the one inch sailor..to the
weasel, popping up all the time...to boyfriends
who stalk you...to the crooked sailor...to 8
o'clock classes...to having a vision of C.T..to
taking a roll of film at the beach and having
no idea what's on it...to freshmen girls who
get passed when you talk to your guy friends,
grow up girls...to D.C.'s sl:;:tty date...to the
Margaritaville invasion...to b*tchy former
roommates...to people who say "shady" and
"crew"...to a stupid frosh...to Buddy (mine
and yours)...to 10 page research papers...to 3
hours of sleep from research papers...to meeting M's gf...to BCC "food"...to dropping 2
toothbrushes in 4 days...to the bedroom
bangers in J319...to guys with girlfriends at
home, or at college, or wherever they are...to
psychotic art teachers...to running into things
while sober...to leading girls on...to the Cory
lookalike...to 3 people showing up for your
night turbo and the teacher still keeping you
the whole time...to work, when does it
end?...to "I thought this was senior year"...to
forsettins to take the text out of the border...
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Sold out

Concert Success

Theatre Fairfield
shined in "Pippin"

Better turnout for second WVOF concert
Dan Reed, one of
the guitarists from
The flyers and postCounterfit, seemed
ers had been up for
quite satisfied. "It was
weeks, and on the chosen
a great show," he said,
day, the campus center
"It's good to see a college backing musical
was buzzing with busy
expansion. The other
bees getting ready for the
bands, Hidden in
big show. On Nov. 2, a
Plainview
and
rising band from San DiFairweather, were fanego, Called Counterfit,
tastic, and we look forcame to Fairfield to rock
ward to coming back!"
the socks off this sleepy
Since Counterfit came
town. Bands such as Hidfrom California, that
den in Plainview and
says a lot for Fairfield.
Fairweather also took the
Fairweather played
stage, and the night was
last and the concert
definitely a success.
ended before midnight.
As printed in previ"It was good," said
ous issues of The Mirror,
WVOF Station ManNick Mercadante, '04
ager, Jeff Stone, '03.
and Dave Grazynski, '04,
"We had a good turnout
along with WVOF, have
and everyone had a
been in charge of the magood time. We're lookjority of the concerts that
ing forward to every
have come to Fairfield
Friday for the rest of the
this year. The concert
month, and I would like
was well organized,
to thank everyone who
started on time and everyhelped out."
one who was there had a
Compared to the
great time- which was
egan McGory/
first concert in the
clear because almost ev- Playing to the crowd: Adam Allen of Counterfit sings to the well attended.
WVOF Hostile Takeeryone was smiling.
Hidden in Plainview was the first to awesome," said Cathy Auriana, '04. "All over Concert Series (Sept. 20 at the Levee),
take the stage, and concert-goers continued the bands were great but Counterfit was defi- this concert was a huge success, with about
to trickle in throughout their performance. nitely my favorite!" Dee Burdick, '04, twice the attendance of that first night. The
By the time Counterfit played their first note, agreed. "The concert was really great; in par- next concert is scheduled for Nov. 8 at the
about 350 to 400 people had come to this ticular I enjoyed Counterfit because they had Levee. Hopefully the success of these
events will continue to grow.
indie-rock concert. "I thought that it was the most passion."
BY MEGAN MCGORY

BY CHRIS DONATO

"Pippin," Theater Fairfield's latest success, premiered last Thursday to the first of
six sold out shows that ran through the weekend. The show, based on a book written by
Roger Hirson was received well by cheering audiences.
The play centers around Pippin (Danny
Williams), the first born son of Charlemange
(Bill Bria), who has had it with being forced
to live the life of royalty. Never being able
to cut loose and explore the world outside
the castle gates, Pippin decides that it is finally time to head off, see the world, and
interpret it for himself.
Outside of the gates Pippin is confronted by a "mystical group of players" lead
by the eccentric Lead Player (Nadya
Encarnacion) who offers to show him the
uncensored reality that is life. The group
grants him his every wish to help him figure "it" out. Pippin through the course of
his metaphysical journey, turns into a swinging sexually adventurous bachelor, becomes
King, gets married, yet still can't find his
true calling.
Pippin finally realizes that he has to do
what makes him happy, even if it means
leading a simple life. He dismisses the group
of players who have really only been leading him down the path to self-destruction;
and settles down to find true happiness. In
the end Pippin discovers his own meaning
of life.
Fastrada (Kristy Farrell) who played
Fastrada , the wife of Emperor
Charlemange, stole the show. Her singing
was right on key, and the song "Spread a
Little Sunshine" which she sung with her
hilarious partner in crime Lewis (Rob Williams), Charlemanges other son, was the

Unpredictable, yet refreshing
'Punch-Drunk Love' shows a new side ofSandier
BY ZACH MINERS

Chris Donato/ The Mirror

Pippin' it: The cast rallies around
Marquez.

most entertaining number in the play. Her
descriptive mannerisms were perfectly expressed.
"Pippin" was fun, funny, and a pleasure
to watch. It will be interesting to see if Theater Fairfield can do just as well in their
spring play, "The Laramie Project."

If you venture into the movie theater
showing "Punch-Drunk Love" expecting to
view a simplistic, predictable, typical Adam
Sandier movie, you might as well walk out
or strap on your thinking cap. The film
marks Sandler's most dramatic performance
to date, and its credentials accentuate this
refreshing, much-desired change. Who
would have thought that an Adam Sandier
film would win the Best Director Award at
the Cannes Film Festival? This movie is
not for the millions of mindless Sandier fans
who gawk at the sight of him throwing tree
branches into the path of in-line skaters
("Big Daddy"). There is one familiar ingredient inherent in Love, however: previous Sandier films focus on hostile humor;
and the gist of his most recent work is
grounded in pure hostility as well.
Love is directed by the artistic Paul
Thomas Anderson, whose most respected
works include "Boogie Nights" and "Magnolia." The movie also stars Emily Watson

as the love-interest of Sandler's character.
A brilliant British actress, Watson brings
both charisma and gullibility to her role. In
a a supporting role, the film ingeniously
casts the talent of Phillip Seymour Hoffman,
who simply couldn't be any better.
Sandier plays Barry Egan, an emotionally troubled executive who owns a company specializing in novelty toiletries. Barry
has been cursed with having seven sisters,
who are always on his case about his standoff-ish and severe lack of social graces. He
tries with all his might to come off as being
cool, confident and friendly, but soon we
see the tension and stress in his quivering
lips, he breaks windows at a family gathering.
But Barry meets Lena Leonard
(Watson), a sweet, innocent business woman
who asks him to look after her broken-down
car, and eventually asks him out on a dinner
date. They are attracted to each other from
the very start, but Barry still holds his tension and strain; and we fnd him in the bathroom during the date, tearing it apart.

In the middle of all this Barry is forced
to cope with an ongoing battle with a phonesex company. He called the number sevSEE "MOST" ON P.
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CK FACTS

Grade: A
Movie:
Punch-Drunk Love
Starring:
Adam Sandier,
Emily Watson, Philip
Seymour Hoffman
Director:
Paul Thomas
Anderson
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Confident in their independence
Pearl Jam's new CD "Riot Act" drills the listener with political ideals and personal anthems.
Pearl Jam demonstrates that they can link many independent songs and sounds to a common theme and do it
well. Since they are, and always have been, confident in
their independence, it would be hard to imagine Vedder and
his band not addressing social issues in the album.

BY CHRIS ZEITZ

In Pearl Jam's seventh and latest album, "Riot Act,"
the listener is embraced with a variety of different sounds
in an array of songs. There is a brief, early-morning chant
near the close of the album, a cleverly
titled political commentary called
"Bushleaguer" and a number of more
traditional rock songs addressing life
and love.
Complementing the album
through a variety of sounds, there is
an evident impermanence in many of
the lyrics. The very first song, "Can't
Keep," features the narrator declaring
that he won't live forever and that he
can't be kept "here." An idea of impermanence is also raised with "Love
Boat Captain," where according to the
singer, love arrives first and then comes
pain. It all might be a "phase," the narrator proposes.
In the first single from this album,
"I am mine," Eddie Vedder — the lead
signer of the band — says "I know I
was born, and I know that I'll die."
Though the tone of the song is slower
and more melancholy, and the notion
of death is certainly not an uplifting
one, the premise that he follows with
is certainly an assertion of control, emphasized by the title of the song. The
period of time between his birth and
his death, the singer decries, will be his
own. "I am mine," he declares.
There is a juxtaposition in this
song that is important. The singer says
that the ocean is full because everyone
is crying and yet there is no need to
hide, because "we're safe tonight."
The song has a complexity to it, yet is
an enjoyable piece of music. The aswww.rollingstone.com
sertion of self-ownership can be seen Politically charged: Eddie reacts to the Republicans retaking the Senate.
as a positive message, but at the same
time one has to rectify the portrayal of conflict and sorrow
They do so with one of the most clever series of analoin the song.
gies for a political statement that I have ever heard. Vedder

begins in a near somber monotone to discuss a man, a Texas
leaguer, who
swings for the
fence and gets
lucky with a
strike. He was
born on third
and, "thinks he
got a triple."
The song is
"Bushleaguer,"
a common term
to describe a
sub-par baseball
player. Let's not
forget
that 'Riot Act": To be released Nov. 12.
George W. Bush was once involved in the Texas Rangers,
and the play on his name is fascinating.
Vedder spices it up further, using the phrase "drilling
for fear" and the words "black sugar," "refine" and "tailpipe" to allude to the oil interests in the Bush family. The
slow, taunting monotone voice that Vedder uses is powerful as well. It sounds depressed, but strong, as Vedder says
that "The haves have not a clue" or that the aristocratic
choir can not understand the anger of others.
In addition to the fascinating and developed lyrics of
the song, the band has produced an entertaining rhythm and
sound. It is a clever and witty song, that plays with several
themes, yet it is also a very good piece of music.
very
strong. Pearl
Jam continues
to assert their
independence
in social views
and with this
freedom they
are willing to
make
statements that more
mainstream artists are simply
not willing to
attempt.

isc DATA
Grade: A-

Artist:
Pearl Jam
CD: Riot Act
Label: Sony
Release Date:
11/12/02

Most dramatic role for Sandier to date
personality. Barry has been emotionally damaged by his
domineering, insanely critical sisters, and he cannot stand
it when others nose into his business. Perhaps the emergeral days earlier and was billed. Though, Barry was slightly
ing love relationship with Lena simply catalyzes what was
uncomfortable with the woman on the other hand, he was
eventually bound to happen: Barry's attainment of a pronot uncomfortable enough to conceal the fact that he has
found sense of emotional strength, made apparent in his
money. Eventually, the woman violates the confidentiality
hostile physical actions. His final encounter with the
agreement, pulls a scam with his credit card number,
stalkers justifies his hostility. This Sandier film is
demands that he pay the rent for her apartment, and
actually exciting to watch, because it reveals the unwhen Barry refuses, she sends out four stalkers to get
expected depths of Sandler's acting ability. He has
the job done.
the capacity to evoke dominance, strength and darkBarry, the insecure person that he is, is frightness, his power allows him to make sense of his chalened. He discovers a loophole in a Healthy Choice
lenging world.
pudding product that will allow him to redeem limitThe first 10 minutes of Punch-Drunk Love were
less frequent flier coupons, and plans to visit Lena in
some of the most mysterious movie frames I had ever
Hawaii while she is on a business trip. His plan is
laid eyes on. I was literally thinking to myself, "What
unsurprisingly foiled when he realizes that it will take
eight weeks to process the order. Nonetheless, he
the heck?" Perhaps these first several minutes are
decides to pay the money and escape-temporarily.
analogous to the future of Sandler's career. We're
Love has an uncanny ability to portray the psyaccustomed to mindless Adam Sandier roles, and
chological back bone of Sandier's and Watson's charanything intriguing or mysterious confuses us. The
acters precisely, without letting you know what's gofirst 10 minutes are punch-drunk. The romance being to happen next. When Barry comes face-to-face
tween Barry and Lena is punch-drunk. The movie
with Dean Trumbell (Hoffman), the owner of the
itself is punch-drunk. Who knows what's in store
www.yanoo.com
phone-sex company, I wasn't sure if Barry would beat Punch-Drunk: Sandler's and Watson's love is confusing yet genuine.
for Adam Sandier? Let's hope it's punch-drunk.
/

)
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the living daylights out of him, demanding his money, or
just state: "I have a love in my life. She makes me stronger
than you can imagine." This unpredictability fits perfectly
with the title of film-the movie itself is punch-drunk; it is
nonsensical, illogical and zany.
Love is at its heart a vivid depiction of a transforming
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EDITORIAL

ANIMATING FAIRFIELD...

Editorial Board:
Sean A. Hayes - Editor in Chief
Ethan L. Fry - Managing Editor, Content
Joshua J. O'Connell - Managing Editor, Design/Online
Chris Zeitz - Commentary Editor

Just give me my
pin number...
For years, students have complained about the current system of academic advising at Fairfield University. Faculty advisors can be difficult to contact and less
than helpful in their role of dispensing useful advice to
students.
On Monday, the Fairfield University Student Association did something about it. FUSA hosted the first
academic advising session for students and by students
in the Barone Campus Center. Students in different
schools and with different majors advised their peers on
required courses, good professors, and an entire realm
of other academic issues. Administrators were also on
hand to add their advice.
The very format of this advising opportunity clearly
demonstrated its student influence. The various majors
with their upperclassmen advisors were aligned in a ring
of tables in one of the high traffic areas on campus. Better yet, the session was held for three hours during the
evening to allow students to attend when they were able.
This is exactly the sort of focus that the advising system lacks at this university. Now, a student must schedule their meetings around the professors' schedule. All
too often, these meetings last only a few minutes and
serve as nothing more than a formality, something to brag
about in pamphlets.
While not suggesting that FUSA's new system would
or should replace the faculty advising system altogether,
it is encouraging for students to have more options when
it comes to academic advising. Hopefully, students, faculty and administrators will continue to work hard in the
future to make advising more beneficial to the academic
welfare of all students.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

. News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203)1256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers: I
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: wwTv.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
U.S. needs to sanction Iraq
use of chemical agents. The
regime's documented chemical attacks form 1983-1988 have caused
Surely the entire university
over 30,000 Iraqi and Iranian
community shares in our pride
deaths.
when a professor has uncovered
5. Iraqi citizens face arbitrary
evidence of potential violations of
execution, religious persecution,
humanitarian efforts by the United
and forced relocation.
States government. The Mirror ofWith this minimal information
fers a valuable insight into these
about the documented conditions of
critical issues with its coverage of
horrifying human rights abuses in
Prof. Joy Gordon's article in "Cool
Iraq, it is difficult to see how U.N.
War: Economic Sanctions as a
sanctions or U.S. policies are not
Weapon of Mass Destruction" apjustified as a means of challenging
pearing in Harper's.
this outlaw state by the comAs this moment, while
munity of nations. Any other
complicated decisions are — I
ideas? What is your choice:
engaging diplomats and na/ could not agree enough with street fighting in Baghdad
tional leaders it is comforting to know that these tough my colleague that the world is on versus denying this regime
questions are being asked by the threshold of the gates of hell as milk money? Or just forget
about Iraq and wait for some
Prof. Gordon.
the
Iraq
question
moves
towards
surprise package of nerve gas
Nobody should questo be opened at Rockefeller
tion the spirit of her inquiry military action this winter.
Center's ice skating rink this
nor the quality of her
—Dr. Philip Eliasoph Holiday Season? I guess that
hardhitting research. I would
LL
k f*> - the destruction' of Lower
however like to question the
Manhattan last Sept. 11 and
statement in The Mirror's inthe
loss
of over 3,000 innocent lives
have
prevented
goods
from
reachterview which quotes Dr. Gordon
was
not
enough evidence that this
ing
the
Iraqi
people."
as saying that these policies are "beis
a
mean,
mean world where bad,
3.
Critics
of
U.S.
policy.,
.have
ing done in our name with our tax
bad
things
are possible!
leveled
the
false
charge
that
interdollars" and that "it is our responYes,
I
could
not agree enough
national
economic
sanctions
sibility to see that our government
with
my
Colleague
that the world
against
the
regime
have
resulted
in
does not engage in atrocities with
is
on
the
threshold
of
the gates of
the
deaths
of
thousands
of
Iraqi
our support."
I was not aware that the U. S. children form malnutrition or pre- hell as the Iraq question moves togovernment is purposefully and ventable diseases. These numbers, wards military action this winter.
willfully engaged in "atrocities" often repeated uncritically in the But are the citizens and leaders of
with regard to its support of United media, have been disavowed by the United States trying to put out
Nations imposed sanctions against United Nations organizations such those fires? Or, as Dr. Gordon
states, are we responsible for instian outlaw regime, Saddam as UNICEF."
4. Hussein has viciously used gating this inferno of "atrocities?"
Hussein's Iraq.
Students might be well served chemical weapons against Iraqi
Sincerely,
to log on to the U. S. State Depart- citizens. No regime since WWII
Philip Eliasoph
ment's website dealing with "Hu- has killed and maimed so many
Visual and Performing Arts
man Rights in Saddam's Iraq" to people through the premeditated
To the Editor:

counterbalance Dr. Gordon's
claims.
1. "Saddam Hussein uses 'Oilfor-Food' money?to enrich himself
and his family, rather than promote
the basic welfare of the Iraqi
people.
2. Iraq has always had the
funds necessary to purchase food,
medicines, and other humanitarian
goods - without limit. It is the
regime's manipulation, diversion of
funds, corruption and contempt for
the welfare of the Iraqi people that
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Iraq, the beach.... it comes down to voting
I do not want tc embarrass anyone by
name in this disting iished paper, but there
are those among us who don't even know
one member of the Supreme Court! Not only
that, they do not know their state's representatives in Congress or even the Secretary of State.
Adding insult to injury, this individual
isn't from the backwoods of Alabama or
Kentucky but rather the rich bosom of Connecticut, and further, attended a local
Fairfield High School. As a political science
major, I almost find it abhorrent that such a
man was admitted to this fine institute of
higher education.
The man I will call "Titus" for purposes
of this discussion is representative of a broad
trend in this country of political apathy. Midterm elections were just days ago and how
many here voted in Connecticut or in other
states? Poor Titus is lucky to even understand how voting works thanks to a seemingly porous civics education.
We at Fairfield in particular all benefit
immensely from the political structure of
this country, and yet many seem content to
be free riders. We feel no need to give back
in even the smallest of ways such as voting.

with each vote cast.
Voting has the
We very well may go
power to win back
THE BOND FILE
to war in Iraq. This
the beach. If we as a
may not frighten
community regisMICHAEL A. BOND
many but it certainly
tered and voted last
should. Some of us
year as a block we
would be influencing policy right now. A may be in the reserves and called off, or
community of over 5,000 is sure to demand know family or friends that are.
War entails casualties and they are not
attention.
However, that community, when it all on the other side. A draft may return some
comes to voting, scarcely numbers even 500. day, but sadly the youth of this country will
As a result, Ken Flatto feels the need to make have long divorced themselves from any say
in that matter.
no more than
The
war and
token appearDo you know who these people are?
the Congress
ances on camare both at
pus.
stake
this
We have
mid-term.
To
strangled our
be heard we
political voice
must register
on local issues
and we must
and thus left
vote.
ourselves at the
Civic
mercy of those
apathy is like
who are out to
take away our freedoms by means such as procrastination. If you procrastinate long
enough you eventually find yourself with
filming us as we party.
Local issues like the beach and national 300 pages to read and a ten-page term paissues like the conflict in Iraq were at stake per all due the next day. You pull all-nighters

and face the consequences of C test grades
and a mediocre paper.
By not voting, you allow scoundrels to
run amuck with your power and influence
the state of affairs in your life. By being apathetic you essentially give up your right to
protest. If this campus could find its voice
it could fight back against the imperial
townies and their holier-than-thou ways, it
could prove to be a real voice in state and
national politics, and it could receive the
rightful national media attention it deserves.
If Ken Flatto should happen to read this
I would encourage him to dialogue with me
via this paper on why he isn't out driving
voter-registration drives. Also, Mr. Flatto if
Tom Daschle, the Senate Majority Leader,
could mail in a canned letter promoting voting, why couldn't you send us one also?
We do vote Mr. Flatto. More of us
would if individuals like yourself and Christopher Shays, the Senator up for reelection,
dialogued and spoke here more often. Food
for thought. I suppose you had better get
back to reviewing those tapes of us drinking at the beach.

Do nice guys and gals finish last?

HE sa/</<

#*#

Don
Partyka
A friend commented that she wanted to find a nice
guy, to which I burst out laughing. She's a senior and a
great girl, but I had to respond like a jerk. "Oh now you're
ready for a nice guy? What have you been doing the
past few years? You go for the loser guys over and over
again, knowing exactly what they wanted, ignoring the
nice guys, who now have either become losers themselves in their attempt at 'companionship' or have decided to play for the other team."
Nice guys, how do they do? Not that great. I myself
am a nice guy and have combated this handicap with
alcohol. It's amazing how "charming" (less caring) you
are when you've had a few (and have plenty of loser
friends to bring out the best in you). But that doesn't
change the fact that I see plenty of my friends who are unable to take advantage of a girl
because they are looked over for those who can and do.
But it's a two way street I must admit. Nice girls may get overlooked as well.
Who's fault is it? The Jezebel type girls who seem to always captivate the guys attention? The guys themselves who always seemed to be captivated by the Jezebel's? Well
with girls, I point to an obvious self esteem issue.
Both ways of acting I see as defense mechanisms against dealing with us guys, who
of course are immature and treat you as objects.
But what is there to do? Guys who suck, and girls who are stupid, all of course end
up in pain and heartache, with those who are the nicest and end up last. Bottom line, you
gotta have faith I guess. Maybe everyone will grow up (guys taking much longer only
cause you girls keep putting up with us, or we find new ones that will). But remember,
we've made this situation for ourselves, and have no one to blame but ourselves for the
choices we make. Play the game, cause that's all we got. Try real hard, hope you come
out on top. (rhyming intentional)
Lighter note: Seniors, see you at 200 nights, chicks, wear something backless or
with a high slit, or both. Thanks.

Lynn
Raimondo
If this question was posed to me a mere four years
ago, I'd say (without hesitation of course) that everyone
gets what he or she deserves in life, and it was that simple.
Nice people would have it all in the end. Ahh, what
bitter experiences during four years of college can do to
someone's opinion. I think about it now, and the first
answer that comes to mind is that nice guys and girls get
the shaft, and always will.
I know I am not alone. Many of my peers have had
less than perfect experiences and have given up by now.
We have seen way too many friends (including ourselves)
in disappointing relationships. It happens all the time.
Half of the relationship is just way too good for the other
that it is blatantly obvious. It's frustrating - but look around, and think of it logically.
Do we ever truly approve of our best friends' significant others, or are we constantly
placing them on the highest of pedestals?
Anyway, so ... yes, I generally think that nice girls and guys often don't make out
like they should. At least at this time in life they don't, because people are either too
confused about what's important, and if they aren't, they don't care enough to look for
those particular qualities in someone.
Also, it has to do with choices. I often hear both nice guys and girls complaining
about predicaments in which they have become involved and how they have been screwed
over. Well, it all comes down to the choice they originally made to overlook a certain
someone with a kind heart and go for the danger because it's more fun.
I'm not saying I am totally unaffected by this phenomenon. I have gotten so annoyed in the past watching friends (especially guy friends) go for these ridiculous girls
and completely overlook someone much better for them. Also, if I said I never discounted a nice guy or went for the "dangerous" one, I'd be lying. It's life. I can only
hope that we'll all grow up one day and everyone will get what he or she deserves. Who
knows, maybe my naivety in high school will hold true in the end, and good people
won't just be everybody's "favorite little buddy." Oh boy.
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Commentary shorts...
Who needs an alarm clock
when you have lawn mowers?
and make sure they were ready for class. But your genius
doesn't stop there. I must give you credit for sending the
As I lie in bed this morning, several things cross my housekeeping lady to my hallway later in the morning to
mind. I contemplate the upcoming day's events, thinking make sure that I was awake. Her 8:30 a.m. vacuuming of
about which classes I have to attend and what assignments the same hallway for 30 minutes definitely jump-started
I have due, but one thought invarithe late-to-rise crowd.
ably comes to mind ... "Thank
I'm such an early bird that
4%:
goodness for that early morning
perhaps you and I could arrange
weed-whacking going on outside
Thank goodness for that early some type of schedule whereby
my window!"
you come by my dorm every
morning weed-whacking going morning around 7 a.m. and perAdmittedly, the weedwhacker
you use is a little loud, but it's a on outside my window!
form your daily tasks within close
relief to know that when I walk to
proximity to my window. Feel
my 8 a.m. accounting class, I'll be
free to use any machinery you
able to focus on the lesson ahead
like, as long as it's gas-powered. But whatever you do, make
of me, not on the overgrown grass around my dormitory.
sure that V m not wasting my time by attempting to get more
I set my alarm this morning, but thanks to you, Mr. than four hours of sleep.
Groundskeeper, that wasn't necessary. See, that gas-powGo ahead, put off those quieter tasks like watering the
ered saw you are using to cut holes in the pavement outside grass for later in the day. There are plenty of loud and disof Claver Hall was loud enough. I should count my lucky rupting chores that you can do as soon as you get to work.
stars that I woke up for my 9 a.m. class this morning two I think all Fairfield University students will agree, Mr.
hours early.
Groundskeeper, this campus would not be the same withThat gave me extra time to look over my assignments out you.
BY TOM DEHNEL

Cabs leave students out in the cold
BY ELIZABETH BAE

One inconvenience the majority of freshmen at Fairfield
encounter is not being able to have a car. Taking a cab requires effort and money, and most surprisingly the virtue
of patience ... a whole lot of patience.
Waiting for a cab in September didn't seem so bad when
the air was crisp, yet comfortable and the whole scenario
hadn't lost its novelty. But the nights have gotten colder
and darker at a freakishly rapid rate. Girls' outfits have gotten skimpier with each glance and Fairfield cabbies just
haven't been making the cut. Even sadder, the warm coveted automobiles former high school seniors drove just a
few sweet months ago are nowhere in sight.
Though mainly applicable to freshmen who are not
allowed cars on campus, upperclassmen feel the sting too.
Shane Hogan, '04 said the whole "cab situation" is that
there "aren't too many of them." Maybe that explains the
frantic chasing of the cabs that turns perfectly nice kids
into battling forces for a seemingly higher cause, a ride.
Is the Fairfield Cab Company overworked and understaffed? Whatever the case may be, a widespread feeling of
dissatisfaction is prevalent among the student body. "If they

responded to our needs better they would make more customers happy, especially students on campus," said Katy
Lawnick, '06. Some students even protest the driving skills
of Fairfield Cab drivers. "They don't even know how to
break," Bernadette Miledo, '06 stated bluntly.
Student "customers" often feel more like nuisances.
Having to call a cab three or four times only to hear each
time "they're on campus right now, honey" is disheartening and insulting. Clearly, if the cabs had been on campus
all that time, one would have been able to make its way
over to its destination.
The delivery man for Pizza Mediterranean once came
through with a whopping deal of an $8 ride to the beach
complimented by a radio whose one working station
bumped disco for the few awkward minutes.
But for those students not on the receiving end of a
kind stranger or empathetic upperclassman, cabs really are
the only means of transportation. So what's the underprivileged first-year student or car-less upperclassmen to do? A
simple solution was offered by Courtney Keefe '06,
"Fairfield Cab needs to get up on its game and stock up on
cabs before winter."

Nine dollars for food and deflated balloons
BY CHRIS DONATO

There is nothing I like more than celebrating: New
Years Eve, Fourth of July, Halloween, funeral, whatever.
But one thing I can't stand is paying nine dollars a night at
Barone to eat food that is mediocre and seeing the place
decorated from floor to ceiling with pricey decorations on
certain holidays.
This Halloween Barone was decked out! Every employee had a witch hat on, there was dry ice fogging away
at the food stations (who knows how much that cost), candy
on every table, and a six foot Frankenstein greeting malnourished students as they came in search of the elusive
"decent meal."
I know that Sodhexo goes out of its way to create this
celebratory atmosphere for the student body, but it seems a
little absurd. We are in college which means, although not
always, that we have all matured a little since high school;
a time in my life when balloons may have had my heart

racing. But now I would rather have 10 cents off every meal
I eat than scary carbon monoxide vapor flowing over my
already odd tasting dinner.
Let's say that Soxdhexo decides that five holidays out
of the year are worthy of being celebrated in such an indulgent manner, quite a bill would be racked up through out
the course of the year.
Instead of spending money, from what already seems
to be a tight budget, in such a carefree manner, maybe students could eat their meals at a lower price. Or the quality
of food could be improved.
Imagine that. No more soggy lettuce or hard rice. Oranges that aren't in need of a shave. It would be too much
to ask.
So while I do appreciate the effort that the Sodhexo
staff made this Halloween to make our dinner special, why
not make every day special with cheaper meals or better
food? Anyway, I'm not religious, I don't even celebrate Halloween.
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QUESTION
OF THE WEEK
BY AMY TORCHEN

& VIRGINIA MEADE

Who is your
inner rockstar?
=$? m

Britney Spears
because we're not
that innocent.
—Bridget McKeon, left,
Kate Provencher '06
j 7

Bruce Springsteen
because I like to be
the Boss.
—Brian Lange '06

—:

)9-

Jay Z because he
has style, finesse,
clothes, Beyonce'-hes
got it all!
—Chris Merritz '06

95 —

David Hasselhoff
because all the
Eurobabes dig him.
—Paul Robinson '04

55 —

Madonna because
it's impossible not
idolize her for some
aspect ofher life.
-Jill Amato '05

55 -

Do you have an opinion about this subject?
E-mail us your thoughts.
Send your comments to
commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
Other responses will be posted online.
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SPORTS

F.U. Crew
BY KRISTINE LYNCH

The varsity women's crew team rowed
to an impressive second place finish Sunday at Dowling College. This race concluded the fall 2002 season, and the women
seem anxious to begin training for the
spring.
The Dowling Invitational was a perfect way to end the season, as it makes an
appropriate transition to the spring races,
according to head coach Andre Albert.
Throughout the fall, the team has
rowed in headraces, or distance competitions. Sunday's race was a short 1,500meter sprint, which is characteristic of
spring regattas. Freshmen and novices received a taste of what post fall/pre spring
training will consist of.
"They now understand why there will
be a noticeable difference in training strategies as we prepare for the sprint races,"
Albert said. He is working with a new assistant coach this year that will primarily
handle the freshmen. John Flynn's experience as a coxan at Cornell University and
as a former coach at Manhattan College and
the New York Athletic Club will contribute to the women's success.
Albert is not as much concerned with
a new coach entering the program as he is
about the loss of many team members to
study abroad. "The five girls going abroad
were competeing for spots on the varsityeight boat. We are going have to to play
around this spring and realign the primary
boat."
Maura O'Connor '04 is a three-year
member of the team. She has a positive outlook for the team's spring season and for
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Meris amd women's teams
row to finish of fall season
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Women's crew rowing in Shelton.

Fairfield's future boats. "Competition has
been getting better and better, and we have
continued to hold our own and improve right
along with them."
Since Loyola and Marist are using this
year to rebuild, makes Fairfield a top contender for the title. Captain Katie Gill '04
affirms, "I think we have a real good chance
to win the MAAC Championship."
The crew vans drive the 20-minute

commute to the water at 5:45 a.m. for practice in Shelton, but only the women will be
passengers in the spring. The men's chib
team has decided to switch practice to the
afternoon for attendance purposes.
The early practices do not seem to affect the women's ability to execute on the
water, nor does their schoolwork suffer. The
team has earned the award for the highest
GPA among Fairfield's athletic teams. Their

weighed 3.63 GPA was acknowledged at
the Ecumenical mass this fall.
The morning practices seem to work
in the team's favor. Christine Opiela '04
says, "6 o'clock practices don't cut into our
study time as it does with other sports."
The Stags look to build upon their successful fall season this spring when both
teams will compete in the heart of their
schedules.

Volleyball looks for sixth-straight MAAC title
CONTINUED FROM P.
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the program's history, after serving as an
assistant coach and briefly as interim head
coach at Rutgers.
The Stamford graduate said the Stags
faced a transition phase to start the season,
but have since become better acclimated
with the new system and each other.
"It's been a process. Anytime you bring
change - it isn't necessarily bad or good it's just different," Werneke said. "The
coaching staff and player personnel are all
getting used to each other. The tournament
at UConn earlier this year began to turn the
comer for us, in terms of getting used to each
other."
Becky Guess '03 said Werneke has
helped the players become better all-around
athletes.
"Coach Werneke is very much into the
complete athlete," Guess said. "I think it
definitely helps us on and off the court."
The Stags finish up their regular season this weekend away against Marist and

Siena, before returning home Sunday to face
non-conference foe St. Francis of Pennsylvania.
Werneke said the team needs to be prepared for every conference game since
MAAC opponents always strive to beat up
on Fairfield.
"We don't need to do anything spectacular to beat anyone in our conference but no matter what team we play in the
MAAC - the other team always brings their
'A' game against us because we are
Fairfield," Werneke said. "Beating us would
make the season for many teams in the conference."
Fairfield remains confident for next
weekend's MAAC Tournament in Orlando,
Florida, when the team goes for an unprecedented sixth-straight conference tournament title.
"We're going to be in contention again
this year, like we have been for the past six
years," Guess said. "We have a very small
team and will need to fight together."
Laurie Brands # 8 setting the ball.

Alexis Delaney/The Mirror
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
MEN'S SOCCER
After losing to Loyola 2-1 in doubleovertime last Friday, the Stags picked
up their eighth win of the season by
defeating Rider 1-0 on Sunday.
Fairfield is now 8-6-3 overall and 5-1
in the MAAC. The Stags travel to
Buffalo this weekend to play Canisius
on Friday and Niagara on Sunday.

UPCOMING EVENTS
FRIDAY NOV. 8
Men's Soccer at Canisius @ 7
Women's Soccer vs TBA at MAAC Tourney
Swimming vs Loyola @ 4
Women's Volleyball @ 6

SATURDAY NOV. 9
Women's Soccer vs TBA at MAAC Tourney
Football vs St. John's @ 1
Women's Volleyball @ Siena 1

SUNDAY NOV. 10
Men's Soccer at Niagara @ 1
Women's Volleyball vs St. Francis (RA.) @ 2

WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Stags claimed the MAAC regular
season title Sunday when the team
defeated Rider 3-0. Lindsey Pulito
scored two of the Stags' goals, while
Meghan King scored the other
Fairfield goal. Fairfield is now 9-6-3
overall and 8-0-1 in the MAAC. The
four-team MAAC Tournament draw
was yet to be posted at press time.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
PLAYER: CHIP STRYKER ' 04
SPORT: Swimming
POSITION: Freestyle, Fly, IM
HOMETOWN:
Cranston, Rhode Island
Stryker won all three of his events last weekend to help
the Stags defeat Providence 140-93. The junior raced a time
of 1:05.30 to claim the 100 meter butterfly and the 200 meter
freestyle with a time of 2:06.16. Stryker also teamed with
Mike Cippolino, Raul Delgadillo and Frank Vitulli to win the
200 meter medley relay.
Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.

Football looks ahead to Hockey team lacing up
for MAAC season
St. John's and Duquesne
CONTINUED FROM

P. 20

The improvement on the field has been
very evident. The Stags have now won three
out of four games, all within the conference,
and stand as the only MAAC team with just
two losses, and subsequently, the only team
other than Duquesne with a chance to win
the conference.
If Canisius manages to defeat conference leader Duquesne next week, and the
Stags win in their final home game against
St. John's, the fate of the conference would
come down to a head-to-head match-up between Fairfield and Duquesne in the final
week of the season.
Despite this big win in their pocket, and

a big game looming on the horizon, Bernard will not allow his team to become
complacent against St. John's, a team the
Stags should match-up well against.
"Anyone who has followed our team
or the MAAC knows you can't look past
any team," said Bernard. "It's been a
highly competitive conference. You have
to show up each week emotionally ready
to go, if not you could get knocked off."
"We know that if we continue to work
hard we can beat anyone on our schedule,"
said Bernard.
The Stags host St. John's in their final
home game of the year, Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Alumni Field.

CONTINUED FROM P.
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competition in the MAAC this year. Major
match-ups will be with Quinnipiac and Sacred Heart. Forward and senior co-captain
Ryan Tormey said, "The MAAC is going to
be interesting this year, we look forward to
conference play when the points count."
With seven seniors on the roster, the
Stags bring a veteran squad to the ice. "This
is the first season I can remember having
such a significant size senior class," Hunt
said, "I'm looking for leadership from all
of them."
Metz, team MVP the last three seasons,
is excited about the role of the seniors.
"We've been a close class and have taken

responsibility since we were freshmen.
We've grown over time and as seniors
there's no turning back."
Tormey shares the same positive attitude as his teammate, "This is our last year
here," he said. "The program has advanced
in the past three years and we're going to
continue moving forward."
Cotter is also optimistic. "We believe
we're going to have a better year than last
season," he said. "Everyone is on the same
track and looking to make the playoffs and
win the MAAC."
The Stags next game is at home where
they take on conference foe Mercyhurst
Friday at 7p.m.
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E-mail: sports@fairfieldmirror.com

Settin
Two down, two to go
up
for
Stags motivated to win-out rest of season
tourney

BY BRYAN CASWELL

With inspired play over the
last few weeks, the football team
has shown signs of being the team
that they were expected to be at the
beginning of the year, rolling up
almost 900 yards of total offense
in the past two games, and moving into second place in the MAAC
with an outside chance at winning
the conference crown.
The resurgent Stags have been
led by senior quarterback Mike
Cerchio, the MAAC leader in passing yards per game and total yards
per game, bringing them back from
fifth place in the conference just
two weeks ago.
"Mike is playing with a lot of
confidence right now. The team
knows he will make big plays for
us either running or throwing,"
said head coach Joe Bernard of his
quarterback.
Behind Cerchio, the Stags offense put up 397 yards of total offense in their homecoming win
against St. Peter's, a viable MAAC
contender, without running back
Rishawd Watson, who was held to
only two carries because of a high
ankle sprain.

"They are
playing with
great confidence
in each other,"
the coach said of
his offense that
is currently third
in the conference
in total yards per
game. "The entire unit believes
in each other."
Cerchio has
received plenty
of help from his
veteran core of
receivers. Senior Andrew
Turf, who caught
two touchdown
passes in last
week's win, now
leads the MAAC
in receptions
(42) and receiving yards (543) Anthony Cuppari
in conference play. Senior tight
end Matt Giugliano is also among
the league leaders in receptions
and receiving yards, with 27
catches for 414 yards.
Over the last two games, this
receiving tandem has combined

BY MIKE PIGNATARO

runs through St. Pete's defense,
for 27 catches and 434 yards.
Cerchio has thrown for 579 yards
over the past two games, throwing for two scores and running for
two more, while not throwing an
interception. He has now accumulated 1,391 passing yards for the

Amy Womack/The Mirror

season
"We are always looking to
improve and gain experience with
each game," said Bernard.
SEE "FOOTBALL" ON P.
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Slashing back
Hockey back on track after undefeated weekend
said.

BY BRIEN MCDONALD

I

The Stags (1-3-1) bounced
back from a 0-3 start with a tie and
a win in conference play last weekend.
The Stags battled to a 2-2 tie
with Connecticut in their home
opener at the Wonderland of Ice
in Bridgeport Saturday. Goals
came from senior forward Dan
Cotter and defenseman Steve
Calderara, also a senior.
Sunday the team headed to
Watertown, Massachusetts where
they upended Bentley on their
home ice 3-2. The Stags offense
exploded in the second period with
goals from three forwards. Senior
co-captain Rae Metz was the first
to get on the board with a shorthanded goal. Sophomores Lyon
Porter and Jack Devaney struck
soon after to put Fairfield up for

Bridget Smith/The Mirror

James Lubinski, #12, and Casey Laflamme, #10, in action.
good. Sophomore goalie Michael
Wolfe collected 28 saves in the
winning effort.
The team was pleased with the

weekends results. "We were happy
to get a good start in conference
play, the points we earned mean a
lot in making the playoffs." Metz

The Stags played a tough preseason schedule in preparation for
conference play. Coach Jim Hunt
is in his third season with the Stags
and has an overall record of 1842-6. "Our record in the preseason
was disappointing, but we're
happy with the effort, we ventured
out into the top leagues and played
well," Hunt said.
Fairfield is planning to build
on the experience it gained against
tough opponents in the preseason.
"The team has a fine line to overcome in order to have a strong season, confidence is going to be key
for us," Hunt noted. So far the team
has already improved by cutting
back on last season's goals against
and penalty minute averages.
The Stags will face some stiff
SEE "HOCKEY" ON P.
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Numerous injuries and adversity hasn't stopped the women's
volleyball team's pursuit of winning a sixth consecutive MAAC
Tournament title this year.
Despite Fairfield's depleted
roster of just nine players this year,
with several of them still recovering from injuries, the Stags have
remained one of the top teams in
the MAAC and have refused to call
the season a "rebuilding year."
"I've heard from everyone
around here - other coaches and
community members - that we
were going to have a rebuilding
year. A rebuilding year for what?
We're moving forward," said
first-year head coach Jeff
Werneke. "The team expectation
from the beginning of the year
was nothing less than going to
the NCAA Tournament. That
remains our goal, and we've
proven to people that this is not a
rebuilding year."
The Stags suffered a serious
blow when two of the team's integral players graduated last year and
four others decided to leave the
team after last season.
Fairfield, however, hasn't
been affected much by these setback this year, losing just one conference game to Iona last Thursday.
According to Werneke, the
Stags suffered a let-down against
Iona, after halting Manhattan's 22game winning streak, the longest
in the nation, two days earlier.
"There was an obvious mental let-down against Iona. The
physical part was there, but the
mental toughness wasn't," said
Werneke of the Stags' first conference loss at home since '96.
"They [Iona] played solid fundamental volleyball. They didn't
do anything spectacular, they just
had the passion and enthusiasm
needed to win," Wernerke added.
The Stags have not only suffered through injuries and the lack
of a deep lineup this year, but have
also had to overcome the adjustment of having a new coach.
Werneke was named head
coach following the departure of
Mitch Jacobs after last season.
Werneke is the seventh coach in
SEE "VOLLEYBALL" ON P.
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